OBJECT
Match colors and shapes to be the first to collect 5 costume cards.

SETUP
Place all 20 costume cards face up in the center of the table. Each player chooses a raccoon player card.

HOW TO PLAY
1. The youngest player goes first.
2. Roll both dice, then pick up a costume card that matches both dice and place it on your raccoon player card.

Example: If you rolled a “yellow” and a “top,” then you could pick up the lifeguard card.

Or, if you roll a “red” and a “top and bottoms,” then you get to pick a card with a red top AND a card with a red bottom. So, for example, you could pick up the cowboy and the baseball player costume cards.

Roll a “rainbow” and you can pick up any color costume you want. But watch out! Roll “underwear” and you lose all your costume cards!

3. Remember to count your costume cards. Whoever gets 5 costume cards first wins the game!

BONUS GAME: COSTUME MEMORY GAME

SETUP
Place all costume cards face down. Use only the color die. Each player picks a raccoon player card.

1. The youngest player goes first.
2. Roll the color die.
3. Flip over a costume card, if the top or bottoms match the color on the die, then keep the costume card by placing it onto your raccoon player card.

If neither the top or the bottom matches the die, then the player turns the card over face down, and play continues to the next player.

4. Roll a rainbow and take any costume card you like.
5. Play continues until all the costume cards have been correctly matched and placed on a raccoon player card.
6. Whoever gets the most costume cards wins!